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Abstract—Opportunistic networks offer a delay-tolerant endto-end message delivery in networks with intermittently connected nodes and communication islands. In this paper, we
propose a probabilistic forwarding scheme for opportunistic
networks, called Replication Probability-based Routing Scheme
(RPRS), based on controlled replication of messages aiming to
have a high delivery ratio while drastically reducing the message
overhead. It uses from each single message the replication count
and hop count to calculate the desired replication probability,
which is prioritizes the message for replication. Also, it has its
own drop policy whose utility function is a function of replication
count, hop count, and the buffer time of a message, being an
estimate of the end-to-end delay. Through this, RPRS allows
us to decide when it is desirable to further spread a message
and thus reach a high delivery ratio without congesting the
network with unnecessary message copies. In simulation results,
we analyze the performance of RPRS and compare it with wellknown routing protocols such as Epidemic routing and Spray &
Wait, with different scheduling and drop policies based on the
same variables. Conducted scenarios show that our scheme has
better performance regarding delivery ratio, delay, buffer delay
and overhead.
Index Terms—Opportunistic Networks, Epidemic Replication
Routing Implementation, Controlled Probability

I. I NTRODUCTION
Opportunistic Networks (OppNets) are a subclass of delay
tolerant networks, which both aim at supporting message
delivery while facing intermittent connectivity and limited
resources in terms of storage, bandwidth and power. Due
to the intermittent connectivity, a direct path from source
to destination is typically not given in an instance of time.
Messages are delivered based on hop-by-hop routing via a
store-carry-forward fashion. Over time, thus delay-tolerant, the
messages reach their destination. In OppNets, source or relay
nodes store messages in their buffer for a long time until they
encounter the message destination or a suitable node to copy
the message to. OppNet routing is mainly classified into two
main categories, namely flooding-based routing and utilitybased routing. One of the utility-based routing protocols is
PRoPHET [1] which forwards the messages based on a delivery predictability, deciding whether a opportunistic contact is
better suitable to carry on a copy of a message.
As shown in the Figure 1, the flooding-based routing
protocols do not differentiate and replicate the message to
every encountered node. Flooding-based protocols are further
divided into two main types which are Controlled and Un-
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Figure 1. Classification of Opportunistic Networking Protocols

controlled replication. One of the simplest greedy replication
protocols of flooding-based routing is the Epidemic [2] routing
protocol, which uses uncontrolled replication. The concept of
Epidemic is that the node replicates the message to every
encountered node. This is efficient when the buffer space of
nodes is unlimited, however, if not, the replication of unlimited
message copies leads to high overhead. To solve the problem
of message overhead and the node’s resources consumption,
several controlled replication protocols have been proposed,
such as Spray & Wait [3] which is considered a quota-based
routing protocol. The Binary Spray & Wait marginally solves
the problem of the overhead but is still suffering from the long
time the messages reside in the buffer inactively. In addition
to the quota-based approach, the Spray & Focus [4] protocol
considers the Inter-Contact time of the last encounter event
as probability of selecting a suitable relay. In both protocols
of Spray & Wait and Spray & Focus, the total number of
message copies (quota) present in a network is limited by a
certain number of hops.
In this paper, we propose a replication controlled forwarding scheme for Opportunistic Networks, termed Replication
Probability-based Routing Scheme (RPRS). This proposed forwarding scheme integrates an replication probability, allowing

to keep an optimal replication count for a message in the
network, which maximizes the message delivery ratio, but
avoid congesting the network. The probability function uses
the message’s hop-count, the node’s local replication counter,
both characterizing the message’s overhead in the network,
as well as the buffer time as storage and transmutation costs
for the integrated drop policy. The replication and dropping
criteria of RPRS are calculated based on local message information as indication of the minimum single message delivery
probability. The idea of RPRS relies on the assumption that
the best delivery ratio is achieved when the rate of forwarding
is adapted to the dropping rate, thus the buffer stay optimally
filled. The forwarding rate is be adapted through a replication
probability to control the number of messages induced and
spread in the network, which may then congest the buffers
and be dropped. Therefore, RPRS considers the message’s hop
count and replication count for both forwarding and dropping
as invert functions, as we suggest that the forwarding and
dropping are complement rates.
Our proposed forwarding scheme RPRS differs from the
existing controlled quota and probability routing protocols in
four important points.
1) RPRS is a heuristic forwarding scheme, which considers
the local information of the message to estimate the
network traffic and nodes resource consumption.
2) RPRS calculates the replication criteria based on the
message delivery probability. The function is dynamic
as it considers hop count and replication count as power
consumption metric. While Spray & Wait make them
equal values and we agree that this is good to minimize
the overhead, but at the same time it leads to high delay
as the OppNet environment is highly dynamic.
3) RPRS considers the buffer time of the messages as delay
component in addition to the overhead variables, which
is missing in Spray & Wait and Spray & Focus.
4) RPRS has no administrative (quota) values such as Spray
& Wait and Spray & Focus.
In conclusion, RPRS is a resource focused routing scheme
from the concept of its forward and drops decisions, where
those decisions impact on each other as relation between the
replication and hop count of the message. Finally, the rest of
this paper will be organized as follow. In Section II, we give
an overview on existing work and in Section III we present
the RPRS Protocol. In Section IV, we present the comparison
of RPRS with Epidemic and Spray & Wait protocols.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Wireless multihop networks have been researched for the
past decade, mainly in form of ad hoc networks [5] and
since recent years also in form of opportunistic networks.
While the first two assume a connected graph, routing in
Opportunistic Networks is based on the Store-Carry-Forward
scheme due to the regular partitions of the network. Therefore
most of routing research efforts focus on the two issues of
buffer management and routing decisions criteria. The buffer
management is considered to have the main impact on the

OppNet routing performance, as typically only a single or even
non neighboring node is available. Thus the ordering of scheduled buffered messages is related to the routing decision, i.e.
which message to send once there is a contact opportunity. On
the another hand, the dropping buffer decision complements
with the routing forward decision when the buffer is full. It
is relevant which message to drop if the buffer is full and
a new message is added. Clearly, the dropping rate of the
messages which are removed from the node buffer should be
proportional with the number of forwarded messages, i.e. to
maintain a high number of messages in the buffer. Therefore,
unlimited replication does not increase the delivery ratio and
minimize the delay as a positive value, as the buffers are
unnecessarily filled. Due to the limitation of the networking
opportunity time as well as the limitation of the buffer capacity
and node power of the physical nodes, it is more reasonable
to control the message replication and only to replicate if
the chances for delivery are increasing. The routing algorithm
should consider the overhead as one main issue to minimize
in mobile OppNets. Several publications try to find a dynamic
number of replication to make a balancing between the delay
and the overhead while keeping the desired delivery ratio.
Optimal Probabilistic Forwarding [6] aims to maximize the
delivery ratio of each message based on its hop count and
message life. Their probabilistic forwarding metric is derived
by modeling each forwarding task as an optimal stopping rule
problem. Jia Xu provides in his paper [7] an Optimal Joint
Expected Delay Forwarding (OJEDF) protocol which minimizes the expected delay based on the number of forwarding
times per message. Their paper proposes a comprehensive
forwarding metric called Joint Expected Delay (JED) which
is calculated based on remaining hop-count (or ticket) and
message residual lifetime. The aim of this approach is to
achieve a near-optimal replication of the message which both
provides a maximum possible message delivery ratio while
keeping the overhead for this purpose as small as possible.
The authors of the paper suggest the RAPID [8] as OppNet
routing protocol that can optimize a routing metric such as
the delivery delay or the ratio of messages that delivered
to a deadline. The key of RAPID is a resource allocation
protocol that calculates the routing metric per-message utilities
which determine how many messages should be replicated
in the system. Lo and Liou propose in [9] a quota-based
routing protocol which has the feature of limiting the number
of message copies and control network traffic in OppNets.
They propose an enhanced mechanism to dynamically adjust
quota values, the dynamic-quota value observed by local buffer
occupancy. For our approach, we build on our systematic
evaluation of scheduling and drop policies for OppNets which
we presented in [10], where we systematically analyzed the
impact of a message’s TTL, arrival time, hop count, replication
count and size when considered in the message scheduling and
message drop policies. Furthermore, we only use information
that is gathered locally at the nodes. This is necessary due to
that nodes do not have a global view on the network.
Our approach, presented next, aims to maintain a high

delivery ratio while drastically reducing the overhead. Here we
focus on controlled replication control through an optimized
message scheduling and message drop policy.
III. T HE RPRS F ORWARDING S CHEME
In this section, we describe our proposed forwarding
scheme, termed Replication Probability-based Routing Scheme
(RPRS) in more detail. RPRS uses message information to
prioritize the replication order of the messages based on
the value of the calculated replication probability. Once a
node contact encountered happens, the message with the most
highly rated replication probability is copied to the other node.
To calculate the replication probability of the message locally
gathered information is used, which describe the situation of
the network environment. It uses three parameters, namely
replication count, message hop count and message buffer time.
The first two variables are used as replication criteria, where
the integrated drop policy utility uses the message buffer time
and the two overhead variables of replication and hop count.
A. System Model
This section describes our model and assumptions. We
consider an OppNet model based on the Markov Chain model
with Ordinary Differential Equation as in [11], where this
model consists of a set of mobile OppNet nodes. The nodes
transmit the message to each other, once they encounter other
nodes within communication range. During this transfer, the
sender or relay node replicates the message while keeping a
copy of the message in the buffer. A node can deliver messages
to a destination node either directly or the message is delivered
with intermediate nodes in a hop-by-hop manner. There are
limited node and channel resources regarding storage and
transfer bandwidth respectively. The mobility model of the
nodes is assumed to be i.i.d distributed. Node meetings are
assumed to be exponentially distributed. The nodes are assumed to be homogeneous nodes. In Table I, we summarize the
notations and quantities that we use throughout our forwarding
scheme design. From the modeling of the OppNet, we can
write the Ordinary Differential Equation as:
` = ∂r = λc · r · (N − r)
(1)
R(t)
∂t
Solving equation (1) by integrating, we can write the number
of message copies at instant time as:
rt =

N
1 + (N − 1)e−t·N ·λc

(2)

In addition, we can calculate the probability [12] for message delivery for all messages in the system as follows:
N
≈ 1 − e−T T L·λc ·N
(3)
et·N ·λc + N − 1
Please note, that nodes only hold a single copy of any message
in maximum, but not more copies of the same message. Thus
the probability is 1 in maximum. Furthermore, we can find the
first differentiation of Equation (3) as follow:
P (t)N = 1 −

` N = T T Lλc e−T T L·λc ·N
P (t)

(4)

Table I
U SED N OTATIONS AND Q UANTITIES
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Parameters
N
n
ICT
r
TTL
P (t)N
rt
TBU F
nr
`N
P (t)
R0 (t)
Hc
Rc
λc
Fp
Sr
Sc(t)
Tc(t)
Dp

Description
Number of nodes in the network
Max relayed nodes in the network
Inter-contact time
Number of message
Time-To-Live for the message
Probability of message copies delivery
Number of message copies in the entire network at time t
Queue time at the node buffer
Current relayed nodes of the message
First derivative of delivery probability function
The rate of “infected” nodes carrying the message
Message hop counter
Node message replication counter
Average meeting rate between two nodes
Replication Probability of the message
Stopping rule function replication
Storage cost function
Transmission cost function
Utility function of integrated drop policy

The RPRS forwarding scheme considers the message hop
count and replication counter which affect the overhead of the
message. For example, the replication counter impact on the
hop count and the overhead of the message at the same time.
The probability of successful replication depends on the sum
of replication count and the hop count. The delivery decision
and forward probability are based on local information: the
message with highest replication probability value is going to
be replicate on the next opportunistic encounter.
B. RPRS Replication Control Strategy
RPRS becomes active when two nodes meet. The scheme
considers the message information to calculate the cost of
every replicated message. RPRS also adapts to storage and
bandwidth restrictions for the OppNet environment, where
messages with the maximum utility are deleted first by the
integrated drop policy. From Eq. (2), we can approximate
the probability of a single message replication at the node,
where the total number of nodes in the network is equal
to the maximum number of intermediate nodes plus source
and destination of the message. Therefore, N = n + 2, we
calculate the forward probability function of the message by
the following equation:
Fp =

rt
1
=
N
1 + Hc + Rc

(5)

From Eq. (5), we formulate the replication order strategy of
RPRS, where this forwarding probability is a function of the
overhead variables. The criteria of RPRS is how to determine
the ordering of the messages, so that the most promising
message to replicate is identified and what is the maximum
number of the message copies required to achieve the desired
delivery probability. The optimal replication criteria is derived
under the assumption that, at any time, all the nodes have
information about the number of relays carrying the message
as hop count and the number of relays that have received
the message as replication counter. We aim to determine the
optimal replication stopping rule of each message, i.e. to

identify when it does not make sense to further replicate a
message, as a function of the message forwarding probability
(Fp ). The decision criteria decides whether which message
node shall transfer/replicate when it meets an encountered
node. The optimization goal is to minimize the cost based on
the forwarding probability function. Further more, we want
to order the messages as weighted messages based on the
forwarding probability of Eq. (5). As shown from the equation,
we found that the message originator gives the greatest weight
to its own created messages to be replicated. This is shown
in the value of (1) at the denominator of the function. Also,
the messages in the send queue will be ordered based on that
the high message cost will be in the front of the queue. This
means that the message with lowest replication counter and
hop count will have the highest chance to be replicated and
those with high replication and/or hop count will stay behind.
From Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), we determine the stopping
rule as an optimal stopping replication decision Sr with a
threshold behavior as follows:
Sr =

`N
P (t)`N +1 − P (t)
= Fp
P (t)N +1 − P (t)N

(6)

Eq. (6) states that the optimal stopping function Sr for each
node is to copy the message every time it is possible until
the replication probability Fp of “infected” nodes is equal to
the value of the forwarding probability Fp , or the message
is delivered to the destination. Note that the threshold value
depends on their replication counter Rc and message hop count
Hc as the cost function.
C. Integrated Drop Policy
We assume that all the nodes of the network have the same
replication strategy by running RPRS. The buffer management,
aiming to optimize the delivery ratio, is thus of high interest.
The number of message copies spread by RPRS in the network
is related to the number of message drops when the buffer
is full. Therefore, the integrated drop policy Dp considers
the same variables of the forward probability function Fp ,
the variables related to the overhead as hop count Hc and
replication counter Rc . Existing controlled routing protocols
consider the overhead, but suffer from a high buffering delay
resulting from the fixed number of the initial copies. Therefore
our drop policy considers the buffer time in addition to a
dynamic hop count and replication of the message. This
dynamic behavior of the integrated drop policy considers the
high dynamism of OppNet environments.
The drop function of RPRS’s drop policy consists of two
parts in which the first part considers the storage cost function
Sc(t) . This function computes the cost of the buffered message
as the sum of the buffer time at the node that generated
the message and the buffer time at the relaying nodes which
is based on the hop count Hc . Therefore the value of the
storage cost for buffering messages is calculated based on the
following equation:
Sc(t) = TBU F + Hc · TBU F

(7)

Algorithm 1 RPRS Message Replication
1: procedure R EAD ([Hc , Rc ] ← M essage)
2:
Sorting
. RPRS sorting based on Fp
3:
while Fp 6= Sr do
4:
Calculate Fp for m1 and m2
5:
if (m1 , Fp ) > (m2 , Fp ) then
6:
M essage ← (m1 , Fp )
7:
else
8:
M essage ← (m2 , Fp )
9:
return M essage
10:
Replicate ← M essage

The second part of the drop policy considers the transmission
cost function Tc(t) . As nodes are suffering from limited bandwidth, this function includes the cost of replicated message
copies per node and is calculated as follows:
Tc(t) = Rc · TBU F

(8)

The drop policy Dp computes the weight of each message as
sum of both storage and transmission costs as follow:
Dp = Sc(t) + Tc(t)

(9)

In RPRS, as we mentioned in Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), the forwarding policy is based on the Fp function with the replication
stopping decision calculated as follows:
(
max Fp Sr 6= Fp
send-queue =
(10)
stop
otherwise
In RPRS, we use the forwarding probability defined in Eq. (10)
and the integrated drop policy from Eq. (9) in addition to
the stopping rule of Eq. (6). Concluding, we show that RPRS
depends on the three message parameters Hc , Rc and TBU F
as variables to control the replication of the message as an
overhead problem from one side, on the other side it even
considers the buffer delay as the main component of the endto-end delay.
When two nodes come in each others communication range,
the node replicates the message with the highest forward
probability Fp for which the condition Fp 6= Sr is true. The
message replication process is shown in Algorithm 1.
IV. E XPERIMENT S ETUP AND R ESULTS
This section presents the evaluation of the implemented
forwarding scheme RPRS. This evaluation considers metrics
related to resource consumption for deep analysis. We consider
the end-to-end delay and buffer delay at relaying nodes as
main component of end-to-end delay. The comparison of the
performance uses metrics related to an application as delay
metric and resource consumption as overhead metric. The
following list of performance metrics is used for comparison:
1) Delivery Ratio is the ratio of the number of delivered
messages to the total number of generated messages.
2) Overhead is the average number of intermediate nodes
used for one delivered message.

3) Average End-To-End Delay is the average delay of
successfully delivered messages.
4) Average Buffer Delay is the average storage time spent
by the messages at the nodes’ buffers.
The performance of RPRS is compared with two types
of flooding-based OppNet routing protocols, namely greedy
uncontrolled Epidemic routing protocol and Spray & Wait
as Quota-based controlled OppNet routing protocol. Both
protocols are compared with different replication and drop
policies. RPRS uses the send queue based on the Eq. (10),
the drop policy which is applied based on the Eq. (9) and the
replication stopping rule function based on Eq. (6). RPRS uses
its replication probability Fp and its drop policy Dp .
For comparison, we select different forward and drop policies, the selected policies are based on the idea of RPRS
parameters. Obviously, the selection is based on the overhead
variables, replication counter and hop counter, of the message.
We consider the buffer time as delay component for the drop
policy. Therefore, the selected policies are based on the three
variables of the message, from the suggested policies of those
variables, we select FIFO which selects the message with the
minimum arrival time, MOFO which selects the message with
the maximum replication counter using the higher hop count
as a tie breaker, MaHo which selects the message with the
maximum hop count, MiHo which selects the message with
the minimum hop count, MaFo which considers the maximum
replication and MiFo which considers the minimum replication
of the message. We use those different policies as replication
or drop policies for the comparison of Epidemic and Spray &
Wait routing.
We run all different policies using Epidemic and Spray &
Wait routing protocols with the listed parameters in Table II
and compare the performance with regards to the above
mentioned metrics. A random waypoint model has been used
as mobility model to allow a better comparison to other routing
protocols in literature. In future, however, also more advanced
movement models, such as Schelling’s model [13] will be
considered. With Epidemic routing, three scenarios were conducted under different message TTL values and otherwise
with the default settings of the ONE Simulator [14]–[16]. For
extending RPRS’s evaluation, we compare the performance of
RPRS with the controlled routing protocol Spray & Wait with
various drop policies based on the three variables of RPRS.
Where, in all of the comparisons with the Epidemic and Spray
& Wait routing protocols, we use the form of RPRS of Fp −Dp
as forwarding and drop policies.
A. Comparison with the Epidemic Routing Protocol
For the comparison of RPRS with Epidemic routing, we
apply three different scenarios. For the first scenario, we
consider the two variables used in Fp as shown in Eq. (5).
Therefore we compare the Epidemic routing with the forward
and drop policies MiFO-MaFo which replicates the minimum
forwarded and drops the most forwarded messages, as well as
the combination MiHo-MaHo which replicates the message
with the minimum hop count and drops the message with the

Table II
S IMULATION S ETTINGS

No
1
2
3

Settings
Simulation area
Simulation time
Number of devices (n)

4

Group Type with speed

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Routing protocols
Interface type
Transmission range
Bandwidth
Drop policies used
Message size range
Message creation interval
Time-to-live (TTL)

13

Default buffer size

Value(s)
Helsinki, Finland Map
12 h
126
80 Pedestrians (0.5-1.5 km/h)
40 Cars (10-80 km/h )
6 Trains (10-80 km/h)
RPRS, Epidemic and Spray & Wait
Simple Broadcast
250 m
250 KBps
FIFO, MOFO, MaHo, MaFo
0.5-1 MB
25-35 s
100, 200, 300, 400, 500 min
Pedestrians: 5 MB
Cars, Trains: 50 MB

maximum hop count. For the second scenario, we add the
third variable of buffer time as FIFO policy in addition to the
drop policy of MOFO which considers the replication count
as main criteria and hops count as the tie breaker. Finally, for
the third scenario, we consider FIFO and MOFO as policies
for Epidemic routing in comparison to RPRS.
1) Delivery Ratio: RPRS uses as replication rule the Fp
function for the send queue and its integrated drop policy
defined in Dp . We compare RPRS with the Epidemic routing
which uses the polices FIFO, MOFO, MaHo, MaFo, MiHo and
MiFo as shown in Figure 2. The traffic pattern of Scenario
1 is shown in Table II and Figure 2 with different TTLs
Values. From Scenario 1 the delivery ratio of RPRS is better
than the delivery ratio of the Epidemic with different policies.
Scenario 1 shows that the only the delivery ratio of Epidemic
routing with MiHo-MaHo polices is close to the performance
of RPRS, specially at TTL = 100 min the RPRS is better
than Epidemic routing with 1% and at TTL = 500 min is the
greatest difference, where the delivery ratio of RPRS routing is
4% higher than in Epidemic routing. The high delivery ratio
of RPRS can also be seen in Scenarios 2 and 3, which use
different forward and drop policies. The delivery ratio of RPRS
has better performance in comparison to any policies for the
Epidemic routing protocol.
At scenario 2, we can see that both MiFo-MOFO and
MiHo-MOFO have close values to RPRS, but both policies are
suffering from high overhead compared with overhead results
of RPRS as shown in Figure 3. The same we see in Scenario
3, where we compare Epidemic routing using FIFO-MOFO
with RPRS. Figure 2 shows that the delivery ratio efficiency is
low, when using Epidemic Routing with MiFO-MaFO, MiFOFIFO or FIFO-FIFO policies, as in some cases when selecting
the message with longer buffer time or minimum replication
counter this is not the suitable replication criteria. The message
might have lower replication times or a longer buffer time at
the node, but the message is not in the correct path to the
message destination. This is considered by RPRS by using the
message’s hop count Hc and replication counter Rc in the
replication probability function Fp .

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

Figure 2. Delivery Ratio

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

Figure 3. Overhead

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

Figure 4. Delay

2) Overhead Ratio: The main performance factor to compare RPRS with Epidemic using different forward and drop
polices is the overhead, as this factor is related to the resources
of both a single node and the network. Due to the unlimited
replication of the messages, the Epidemic routing protocol
is suffering from the unnecessary consumption of resources.
RPRS considers the resource consumption regarding storage
and transmission metrics. Figure 3 shows that RPRS has the
lowest overhead when compared to Epidemic routing protocol
using different forward and drop policies. This is due to the
replication probability, Fp of RPRS, which considers the overhead variables Hc and Rc . Also, the replication is controlled
by the replication stopping rule Sr based on the probability
of message replication. This message replication probability is
calculated as a function of hop count (as storage metric) and

replication counter (as transmission metric) of the message.
The two variables Hc andRc imply the resource consumption
in the corresponding equations. Hence, from Scenario 1 of Figure 3, we notice that RPRS has a stable and minimum overhead
ratio. This stability derives from both the applied replication
probability FP and the drop policy. Scenario 1 and 3 show
that a minimum overhead occurs through RPRS compared on
Epidemic routing. Even in Scenario 2 of Figure 3, we can see
that RPRS has a higher delivery ratio while having a lower
overhead compared to Epidemic routing with MiHO-FIFO at
TTL = 100 with about 7% and it reaches 12% at a TTL of
500 min.
3) Delay: In this section, we look at the average endto-end delay as a metric used as a performance metric for
different OppNet applications and scenarios. RPRS considers
the delay at the integrated drop policy Dp . The drop function

(a) S&W with MaFo drop policy

(b) S&W with MaHo drop policy
Figure 5. Delivered Messages

(c) S&W with FIFO drop policy

(a) S&W with MaFO drop policy

(b) S&W with MaHo drop policy
Figure 6. Buffer Delay

(c) S&W with FIFO drop policy

Dp uses the buffer time as variable to select the message to
drop when the buffer of the node is full. Scenario 1 of Figure 4
shows that RPRS has a lower delay compared to the Epidemic
routing protocol using a different forward and drop policies.
As we see from Figure 4 (a) the delay of delivered messages
using RPRS ranges from about 2416s to 3363s. The closest
Epidemic routing configuration uses MiFo-MaFo, leading to
delay ranges from 3064s to 5118s. The message delay is
lower when using RPRS in comparison to using Epidemic
routing using MiFo-MaFo with a range of about 27% to 52.2%
with different message TTL values. This reduction of delay
results from the fact that RPRS considers the buffer time as a
third variable in its integrated drop policy Dp . The message
TTL is the sum of all buffer times and transmission times.
Therefore, we consider the buffer times as the highest impact
on the delivered message end-to-end delay. A message that
is held in short in the buffer will have a higher chance of
replication. Therefore, we consider the message buffer time as
main criteria of the storage and transmission costs. As shown
in Scenario 2 of Figure 4, RPRS has a lower delay when
compared with Epidemic routing using MiHo-FIFO forward
and drop policies with 1% at TTL = 100 min and a lower
delay at TTL = 500 min with about 4%. In Scenario 3,
RPRS has lower delay values compared to Epidemic using
both FIFO-MOFO and FIFO-FIFO policies. In RPRS , we
have less packets in the buffer and focus on the delivery of
messages, which add most to the delivery probability. Thus,
messages arrive quicker and are not delayed by repetitive

message transfers of old messages, which might already have
been delivered. Thus, RPRS has a higher delivery ratio at lower
overhead and delay costs in comparison to Epidemic routing.
B. Comparison with Spray & Wait
A comparison with the quota-based Spray & Wait routing
protocol was conducted to extend the performance evaluation
of RPRS using different scenarios. The Spray & Wait routing
protocol uses the settings in Table II with the binary mode
of Spray & Wait and varying the number of initial message
copies as 4, 6 and 8. We conduct scenarios for comparison
of Spray & Wait using different buffer policies based on
the three variables. The selected buffer drop policies were
MaFo which drops maximum forwarded messages, MaHo
which drop messages with maximum hop count and the FIFO
policy. The goal of the scenarios is to observe the changes in
the number of buffered messages and the rate of delivered
messages. The various drop policies allow to evaluate the
impact of fix and dynamic message copies in the routing
performance on the delivery ratio and the buffer time.
1) Delivered Messages: To evaluate RPRS with Spray &
Wait’s routing performance, it is important to measure the
delivered messages. The drop policy varies for Spray & Wait,
where RPRS uses its integrated drop policy considering the
buffer time, hop count and replication counter. Figure 5(a)
shows that when the initial number of the messages copies
increases the delivered messages will decrease. Spray & Wait
suffers this problem from fixing the number of initial copies,

where there is no number fit for all destinations. For all of the
applied scenarios, we found that our RPRS forwarding scheme
has a higher delivery ratio compared to Spray & Wait. Figure 5
shows that as the message’s TTL increases the more messages
are delivering to the destination by RPRS compared with Spray
& Wait. It has with a message TTL of 500 min up to 24%
higher delivery ratio at the setup of 4 initial copies and up
to 32% higher delivery ratio at the setup of 8 initial copies.
Figure 5 (b) and (c) shows that the implemented RPRS has a
higher delivery ratio compared with Spray & Wait with both
of MaHo and FIFO drop polices.
2) Buffer Delay: The buffer time, i.e. storage delay, is
one of the critical variables together with the transmission
delay which impact on the end-to-end delay. The available
quota-based scheme of routing protocols considers the number
of copies from the view of the overhead. The number of
the copies even has an impact on the delay. In general, the
routing protocol’s replication decision should consider that
the increase of the number of initial message copies increases
the overhead. In opposite direction, decreasing or fixing the
number of copies minimizes the overhead, while increasing
the delay, specially the delay resulting by the buffering time.
Therefore, we compare RPRS with Spray & Wait of different
initial copies using the metric of buffer delay. As shown in
Figure 6, Spray & Wait with all applied drop policies has
a higher delay compared with RPRS. This is as RPRS uses
its integrated drop policy which considers the buffer time in
addition to the two overhead variables. Furthermore, we notice
that the amount of the buffer delay caused by the Spray &
Wait routing protocol decreases with regards to the number of
initial message copies with any of the drop policies for Spray
& Wait and with any TTL message values. Concluding, also
here RPRS has a higher delivery ratio while coming with less
costs in comparison to Spray & Wait.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper studies the replication issues in opportunistic networking environments by formulating the problem of routing
replication decisions. The paper here considers the replication as a heuristic problem to obtain the optimal replication
decision which is taken based on the resource constraints.
We solve the problem based on three message characteristics
which are replication counter, hop counter and buffer time.
RPRS considers the trade-off between replication and resource
consumption in opportunistic networks. The replication decision for the messages is taken based on the dynamic values
of the hop count and replication. Furthermore, RPRS uses
a drop policy which considers the storage and transmission
costs. The performance evaluation in this paper shows that
RPRS performs better regarding performance metrics such as
delivery ratio as well as cost metrics such as overhead and
buffer delay in comparison to Epidemic routing as an uncontrolled replication scheme and Spray & Wait as controlled
(quota-based) scheme. For future work, we aim to extend our
proposed forwarding scheme to be a gradient routing protocol
which considers mobility or social variables. Also we aim to

investigate security for routing in opportunistic networks in
PeerfactSim.KOM [17] based on an Watchdog behavior, as
proposed for wireless mesh networks in [18] and [19].
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